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WHERE 
SOURCING 

MAKES 
SENSE

Belco’s Ethiopian agency is now entering its seventh year of  existence and active sourcing. 
The team concentrates its efforts on two missions necessary for effective sourcing: 
quality and traceability. Once found, coffees must be imported, and we trace their progress 
throughout.
We meet with coffee farmers all year round. We talk with them to better understand what 
makes them unique, their terroir, and to help improve their product and to supply roasters 
with distinctive high-quality coffees that have meaning. Forest Coffee® occupies a special 
place in this regard. 
Launched a few years ago with the active support of  all our Belco teams and roasters, the 
concept has now matured and grown in solidity. Ethiopia has two great strengths found 
nowhere else: a rich environmental heritage, and farming practices perfected over time. 
The coffees begin their journey in Ethiopia’s highlands. The country has not only a vast 
reservoir of  wild coffee varieties, but also the necessary environment – its famous high-altitude 
forests. The coffee agroforestry systems as we know them were born of  this combination of  
plant heritage and local Ethiopian know-how. With the help of  people on the ground, 
coffee has made these forests productive, thus ensuring the preservation of  this 
heritage. 
The members of  our Ethiopian Belco team – Shambe, Fantanesh, Fufa and Delphine– take 
great pride in presenting these coffees, sourced from the country’s main appellation areas: 
Guji, Jimma, Nekemte and Sheka. 
We are encouraging producers to continue down this path by educating them on active 
canopy management. In particular, we have begun setting up nurseries to more effectively 
renew shade trees. Such projects are already in place in Goma and Gera, with the help of  
Mustafa Mohamed Ali and Khalid Shifa, as well as in Kaffa at the Tatmara farm. We aim to 
further develop this type of  initiative and to give roasters a more active role. 
To conclude, we have two objectives this year: to work with the French Agroforestry 
Association on our specifications, and to expand into other countries such as Mexico, in 
Chiapas. The COVID pandemic has set us back. But this terrible situation has also reminded 
us of  the demand from coffee lovers for high-quality, responsibly-sourced products. 
Forest Coffee® and Ethiopia offer us the means to meet this demand.

Happy reading!

Jacques Chambrillon | Manager of Belco Ethiopia

editorial
autumn 2020
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IN THE MOOD FOR A GAME
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WHAT'S UP?

LIVE MY LIFE
Jérémie, Belco School of Coffee Instructor

Belco x Towt – Coffee by sail

Coffee geography in Ethiopia
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BELCO SOURCING

ART OF COFFEE
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We journey to Ethiopia to discover  
the Forest Coffees® with our partner  
in Chiapas

Accessories: today's must-haves 
"How to..." by Laure
"How to..." by Emi Fukahori
“You test!” by Laure
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Jesùs Salazar, Cafeologo®, in Ethiopia. 
Journeying to the origins of forest coffee.
We began our conversation with Jesùs by talking about forest 
coffees. When our sourcing manager Angel travelled to Mexico 
recently, he saw that the coffee farmers in Chiapas had fully 
mastered the art of  agroforestry, just like in southwestern Ethiopia. 
Angel and Jesùs were astonished to discover such similar models 
given the great distance separating the countries, and as a result 
wanted to build bridges between the two origins. And now that 
Belco has expanded its forest coffee brand, which we began 
developing in Ethiopia 5 years ago, establishing such ties with 
Mexico is something we are able to do. 
Jesùs has worked in Chiapas for about ten years. He collects, 
prepares and roasts the best lots of  coffee for the local and 
international market. 
His aim on travelling to Ethiopia was to immerse himself  in the 
coffee forests of  Jimma and Kaffa, to rapidly understand what 
makes these agricultural models so unique. It was also important 
for him, as a roaster fuelled by a passion for coffee for so long, 
to journey to the product’s origins.
Each stage of this trip to southwestern Ethiopia revealed a new  
detail, and taught us a little more about what makes these forest 
coffees so special.
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1 / Jimma - Botto - Gera - Echemo • Mohamed Ali and Khalid
2 / Limmu Kossa • The Dabessa brothers
3 / Bonga • Zenabu - Habtamu - Nazimu
4 / Kaffa - Tatmara  • Negussian

STEP BY STEP

Our journey at origin

Doctor in Geography and based in our agency in 
Ethiopia, Delphine is in charge of  supporting Belco’s 
research and sustainability projects. She uses research as  
her main tool to support the Belco team in its sourcing 
choices and thus make Belco’s action a little more 
sustainable every day. 
Delphine is also the pilot of  our Forest Coffee® brand, 
she knows every corner of  the Ethiopian coffee forests 
and will convince anyone that it is possible to solve the 
preservation/production equation.

Jesús Salazar, Cafeologo®, our sourcing partner  
in Chiapas.
As Jesús himself  so rightly says, he represents generation 
zero in terms of  his family coffee business. He lives in 
San Cristóbal de las Casas, in Chiapas, and is the brains 
behind a coffee production project that involves Mayan 
communities. Having begun in 2010 with just four farmers, 
he is now in direct contact with 140 micro-producers. 
The farmers speak the Mayan languages of  Tsotsil and 
Tseltal and produce nano lots of  a very high quality. Their 
coffee bushes grow in gardens under the shade of  endemic 
trees – a far cry from the kind of  environment associated 
with intensive farming. To create added value and secure 
the long-term future of  these micro-production coffees, 
Jesús is relying on quality. In his capacity as a Q Processor, 
he shares his expertise with each farmer.
Jesús takes a philosophical and humanistic approach 
to coffee growing, a very different approach to that used 
elsewhere in Mexico, reviving a tradition of  high-quality 
coffee that he knows creates value for the indigenous 
producing communities.

DelphineDelphine 04

JesusJesus

cafeologo

EthiopiaEthiopia

JIMMA1 
LIMMU KOSSA2 

TATMARA4
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NURSERY AT KHALID
Shade trees in the making
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STOP 1. 
BOTTO – GERA – ECHEMO  
(MOHAMED ALI AND KHALID)
Coffees with a history

On leaving Addis Ababa, we had a long journey 
to reach the city of  Jimma, in the heart of  the 
famous appellation of  the same name.

Legend has it that coffee was discovered here. 
It is said that a shepherd, Kaldi recognised the 
potential of  this shrub which grows so freely 
in wild Ethiopian forests when he noticed that 
his goats had more energy after grazing on its 
cherries. And so coffee became a crop, ultimately 
making a name for Ethiopia worldwide.

The two farms we visited with Jesùs to 
begin our “forest coffee” tour plunged us 
into the depths of  its history.

Over 70 years ago, Mohamed Ali’s father and 
Khalid’s grandfather sought and found some wild 
coffee plants, with the aim of  replanting them at 
their farms and building a family business around 
this resource.

The coffee trees harvested today, which 
grow in the shade of  majestic, century-old 
trees, originate from these wild plants. 
And Belco has recently helped to set up nurseries 
at these farms to preserve the region’s unique 
characteristics. Here, Jesùs was able to visit 
two farms that have struck a successful 
balance between preservation of  ancient 
heritage and a desire to protect the coffee 
forests to secure the long-term future of   
a family business.
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Jesús and Khalid

Khalid
Jimma UW G1 - Echemo
Jimma FW G1 - Echemo
Jimma Honey G1 – Echemo

Mustapha Mohamed Ali 
Jimma UW G1 - Goma, Botto
Jimma UW G1 - Gera
Jimma Honey G1 - Botto
Jimma Honey G1 - Botto Mana Mufti

EthiopiaEthiopia
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LIMMU KOSSA – THE DABESSA BROTHERS
A unique environment and tailored processes

Once we’d refuelled with some of  the 
smooth honey collected from the forest 
served on a generous slice of  bread,  
we continued our journey to the  
Limmu Kossa washing station.

The questions asked by Jesùs, in 
his capacity as Q Processor, and 
his keen interest helped us better 
understand the techniques used  
at this washing and drying station. 
In turn, the employees at Limmu Kossa 
were particularly curious to understand 
the processes used in Mexico. Belco has 
always taken a special pleasure in building 
bridges between producers from different 
countries, and these discussions 
served to further strengthen  
these ties.

STOP 2. 

We left early in the morning and walked 
long hours to reach the majestic 
Limmu Kossa forest, managed by the 
Dabessa brothers. Its trees culminate 
at several metres of  altitude, enveloping 
visitors in their exquisite canopy.

Jesùs used this walk through the forest 
as an opportunity to learn more about 
the endemic tree species and their 
benefits for coffee shrubs. They form 
canopies of  different sizes, creating a 
harmoniously distributed shade and 
ensuring slow cherry ripening.

We talked with the Limmu Kossa coffee 
growers at length over a jebena coffee 
served at the very heart of  this leafy realm, 
and were particularly interested in 
how the farmers had managed to 
balance forest preservation and coffee 
production.

The Dabessa brothers
Limmu Kossa
Limmu FW G1 - Limmu Kossa
Jimma UW G1 - Y.D.Chalchissa
Limmu FW G2 - Limmu Kossa
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ZENABU – HABTAMU - NAZIMU
Sustainable coffees

In the Bonga appellation, we went with Jesùs 
to visit two farms that Belco began working 
with this year. On meeting Zenabu, we 
were immersed in a stunning forest 
where beehives hang from trees, a clear 
sign of  the rich biodiversity in which his 
coffee grows.

Zenabu is a former chemistry teacher, and he 
was eager to share his thoughts with Jesùs on 
the processes and resulting physical reactions 
that produce beautiful natural and fully-
washed coffees. 
He then joined us on our visit to the 
Habtamu farm, just a few kilometres away. 
Here we were welcomed by Mebratu, an 
agronomist in charge of  coffee plantation 
management. The young man shared his 
knowledge to help shed some light on the 
challenges raised by forest coffees. Jesùs was 
amazed to see how little these farms 
were impacted by disease, such as rust. 

STOP 3. 

Mebratu, Zenabu and Habtamu all 
assured us that they were able to 
completely dispense with chemical 
inputs because of  their well-balanced 
agroforestry system. They haven’t 
seen any disease for decades. Although 
not organic certified, the coffees produced 
in these forests are all organically grown 
without any chemical input.

We ended the day with a visit to Nasimu, 
an enthusiastic coffee grower that our Addis 
Ababa team met through their fieldwork. We 
will be adding his coffee to our Belco range 
this year.

Zenabu – ZAT PLC
Kaffa UW G1 - Tula

Habtamu Abebe Getachew 
Kaffa UW G1 - Matapa - 74110/74112

Nazimu Abamecha Abajobir
Jimma UW G1 - Nazimu Abamecha

EthiopiaEthiopia
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Khalid Shifa in his coffee forest

STOP 1. 

10
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11 TATMARA – NEGUSSIAN 
Using nature to improve coffee quality

STOP 4. 

We ended our trip to the land of  coffee 
with the Tatmara farm, which is a bit 
like saving the best in forest coffee for 
last. Negusse produces Kaffa cherries of  a 
superior quality in the close vicinity of  wild 
coffee forests, on land developed decades 
ago by his grandfather. The forest here is 
dense, and the coffee trees benefit from a 
rich natural environment offering a diversity 
of  flora and fauna that visitors always find 
astonishing. Farmers grow spices (pepper, 
cardamom) and honey alongside coffee.

It wasn’t long before Negusse and Jesùs were 
deep in happy discussion, exchanging their 
practical knowledge of  coffee production. 
Their shared passion for the product 
and exceptional rigour go a long way 
to explaining the very high quality of  
their coffee. 

Both men are particularly proud to know that 
their coffee is served at the Noma restaurant, 
considered one of  the best tables in the world.

Ultimately, it was here that Jesùs, so 
curious to unravel the mystery behind 
why forest coffee is of  such a high quality, 
seemed to realise the key probably lay in 
the balance between a rich environment, 
ancient know-how and controlled 
processes. A blend that is not easily 
quantifiable and which also depends on human 
factors, which are harder to evaluate. It is no 
doubt this that gives these coffees their strength.

Negussian 
Tatmara Coffee Export
Kaffa UW G1 - 74110 Tatmara
Kaffa UW G1 - 74112 Tatmara
Kaffa Honey G1 - Wushwush/74110/74112

NEGUSSE TADESSE
Tatmara farm producer
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WHAT ARE BELCO  
FOREST COFFEES?

HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW 
OUR FOREST CAFÉS?

FOR 10 YEARS, BELCO HAS BEEN WORKING ON A 
PROJECT IN ETHIOPIA THAT EMBODIES BOTH ITS 
VISION AND VALUES. MORE THAN A SHADE-GROWN 
COFFEE, IT IS AN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION MODEL 
THAT AIMS TO:

A VIRTUOUS ECOSYSTEM THAT SATISFIES  
THE PRODUCTION/PRESERVATION EQUATION

A HIGH LEVEL OF BIODIVERSITY
• 10 TREE SPECIES MINIMUM  
• 40 TO 50% SHADE  
• FERTILE, REGENERATED SOIL  
• AVOIDS DEFORESTATION

A UNIQUE CUP PROFILE
• RARE COFFEE ASSOCIATED  
  WITH A TERROIR   
• COMPLEX AROMAS  
• OPTIMUM TRACEABILITY

1 • RECREATE THE NATURAL COFFEE HABITAT  
2 • INCREASE THE VALUE OF THE FOREST TO ENSURE 
     ITS PRESERVATION  
3 • SUPPORT INHERITED LOCAL FARMING TECHNIQUES 
4 • PRODUCE HIGH-QUALITY COFFEES

EDUCATED, COMMITTED  
AND VALUED PRODUCERS
• BETTER REMUNERATION FOR  
   QUALITY COFFEE  
• MORE DIVERSIFIED INCOME  
   (HONEY, SPICES)  
• REINVESTMENT IN FARMS

CANOPY = SHADE  
= WIND BARRIER  

+ NATURAL COMPOST

NATURAL HABITAT

HONEY

• NO PESTICIDES
• SLOW RIPENING OF SHADE-GROWN 
  CHERRIES
• SELECTIVE MANUAL PICKING

HIGH-ADDED-VALUE COFFEE:

PROTECTED COFFEE PLANTS

RICH AND FERTILE SOIL

DIVERSE FLORA 
SPICES

13
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ART OF
COFFEE
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Art of  Coffee, or the art of  mastering preparation
methods that will reveal your coffee's full worth.

STAGG COPPER KETTLE

16

RP: €63.90 excl. VAT - RRP: €99

A stylish kettle compatible with all heat 
sources and with a built-in thermometer.
1 L - Fellow Stagg Copper



Christmas time

Discover our Christmas selection !
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A SELECTION OF PRODUCTS FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON  
AND FOR ALL BUDGETS

GOLD AND COPPER ARE A MUST FOR INTERIORS, FROM MUGS TO AUTOMATIC MACHINES,  
TO THE DELIGHT OF COFFEE ENTHUSIASTS!

ULTIMATE WHITE MUG  
by Asobu 
The office mug that keeps coffee warm. 
Ceramic interior, adjustable lid and a capacity 
of 300 mL.

RP: €12.50 excl. VAT - RRP: €24.90

JOEY MUG
by Fellow

The Joey Mug comes in black or white,  
is made of ceramic, and has a particularly 

elegant copper base.

RP: €16.90 excl. VAT - RRP: €27

A MUG OR NOTHING!
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For all those who love a good coffee  
– but pronto! – Moccamaster has updated  
and enhanced its famous automatic KBG741,  
now called SELECT: controlled water temperature, 
a 9-hole outlet arm for a perfect brew and  
an intelligent warming plate.  
We love: a machine made and assembled by hand 
in Europe.
Comes in gold, copper plus a choice of 15 colours.

In a coffee press like the Espro, the only 
press that guarantees zero grounds thanks 

to its double filter... 
Espro P5 900 mL

RP: €132 to 169 excl. VAT - RRP: €210 to 270
Depending on the colour

MY HAND-HELD COFFEE!

FULLY AUTOMATIC!

CHETTLE CHEMEX
At last, Chemex has launched its own electric kettle!  
A truly user-friendly choice offering a large capacity (1.2 L) 
and perfect precision for the very best in slow coffee.
Barista product +: a hybrid for slow coffee and cupping 
thanks to a large volume and thick spout.

RP: €117 excl. VAT - RRP: €180

ESPRO P5

HARIO V60
kettle and spoon

KGB SELECT COPPER  
OR GOLD
by Moccamaster

...or in a V60 with the copper Hario  
range: from spoon to kettle, for a coffee 

worthy of the Arabian Nights.

RP: €49 excl. VAT - RRP: €84.90
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KINTO
Slow Coffee Style Wood & Gold Station Kit 
(station, reusable filter & jug)
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The Switch is designed to hold the Hario V60 filter and offers a clever  

open/closed option. You can switch from immersion (closed) to drip (open)  
in one simple click. Halfway between the Clever Dripper and the Gina, it has  

a glass filter holder and the ball that stops the flow is in stainless steel.  

Why do we love it?  
Because you can choose between the simplest or the most technical of  recipes.  

In just a few clicks ;) 

Read on to discover our three favourite recipes:
1. The ultra-simple recipe  

2. The recipe chosen by champion Emi Fukahori  
3. The “You test!” recipe, perfect for discovery workshops 

Don’t hesitate to try them out yourself  and share your results with us!

Switch by Hario:
the immersion dripper
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THE ULTRA-SIMPLE METHOD

Remember to use the pictograms  
on the silicone part!  

• Start with a pre-infusion (optional)  
by moistening the grind.

• Leave to steep for 30 to 45 seconds  
depending on how fresh the roast is.

• Place the filter on the filter holder.  
Rinse it with hot water.
• Grind 17 g of coffee  

(a rounded spoon).

After 2 minutes, press the switch 
to release the brew.

IT SHOULD TAKE ABOUT 1 MIN 30  
TO FLOW THROUGH   

(if  the grind has been well chosen)

• Don’t forget to stir your coffee  
before serving :).  

ENJOY!

• Pour the water up to the top of the filter 
(about 260 g) and leave to steep.

SLURP

SLURP
SLURP

LaureLaure

11
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33

44

55

17 g

Hario_SSD-200-B €18.50 excl. VAT - RRP: €29

Hario _SSD-5012-B €26 excl. VAT - RRP: €42
Kit with jug and filter

30 to 45 sec

260 g

2 min

Click

CLOSED 

OPEN

CLOSED•

OPEN•



by Emi Fukahori
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Barista and co-owner with her partner Mathieu Theis of  the magnificent 
roasting and coffee shop MAME, Emi Fukahori won the title of  World 

Brewers Cup Champion in 2018 in Brazil. The holy grail of  slow coffee! 

She used a Gina extraction technique, which allowed her to combine both 
immersion and drip methods. Emi has done us the honour of  sharing her 

recipe, which is fully compatible with the Switch.

A CHAMPION METHOD

With the Switch

11 22

44

50 g of water at 80 °C for 45 sec 
Low temperature to gently extract  

the full sweetness and fruity aromas.

CLOSED

33
add 70 g of water at 80 °C  

for up to 2 min 30  
For a juicy body.

CLOSED

ENJOY !

add 100 g of water at 95° C  
for up to 1 min 45  

The higher temperature opens the coffee  
and brings out its complex acidity.  
The change in temperature creates  

different layers of flavours.

OPEN

let it run through for up to 2 min 55 
Stop before the end for a clean length  

in the cup.

OPEN

17 g

220 g

The recipe consists in juggling between the filter holder’s positions.and
(drip) (immersion)
OPEN CLOSED 



HERE WE BREAK THE SWITCH  
COFFEE EXTRACTION DOWN TO BETTER  

UNDERSTAND THE DIFFERENT STEPS
From the first to the last drop

28

OVER TO YOU!

What if we combined all 
the cups together in one? 

What would happen?

Pour 50 g of water (pre-infusion)

After 30 sec, add 50 g of water

CUP
1

CUP
2

CUP
3

CUP
4

After 1 min 30, add 100 g of water

Pour in the last 50 g, then remove 
the filter holder once all the water  
has flowed through

And now, taste each cup, starting with the last 
brew. Have you found which cup has more: acidity, 
bitterness, body, sweetness and aromas?

15 g

Medium grind ++

250 g

Easy to set up Perfect exercise for workshops

Keep the switch open  
during extraction and close 
it to move from cup to cup. 
Allow all the water to drain 

into each cup

REC IPE

Kettle

Switch
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by Laure



Given today’s climatic, social and environmental 
emergencies, I personally think artisans must actively 
promote sustainable coffees. 
Not only do they offer a very different taste and 
quality, but they’re also more regular because they’re 
characteristic of  a specific terroir, rather than coming 
from a vast mix of  regions. Finally, and I believe  
most importantly, roasting workshops should reflect 
a more virtuous and 
sustainable industry, 
which I hope will 
become the norm, 
offering a real 
opportunity for  
northern and southern 
countries to share and 
exchange their wealth.  
Local products... 
but worldwide!
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HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR JOB AT BELCO?

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE BELCO SCHOOL 
OF COFFEE?

HOW DO YOU IMAGINE THE ROASTING WORKSHOP 
OF THE FUTURE?

WHAT TYPE OF TRAINING CAN BELCO CUSTOMERS 
EXPECT IN 2021?

I’m often asked this question during training. 
What do I do when I’m not teaching? The School of  
Coffee takes up a lot of  my time, because I’m constantly 
thinking up new and relevant content.  But I also do 
lots of  other very different tasks. I give advice and help 
customers out with roasting and quality issues in their 
workshops, and contribute to projects, for example the 
beautiful book written by Anne Caron, Cafégraphie.  
I also create educational content, for social networks  
for example, and I’m Cropster’s point of  contact in 
France. There’s one common denominator behind 
everything I do, which is of  course COFFEE, in the 
broadest sense of  the term. And I wouldn’t change it  
for the world!

At Belco, we want people to take active part in their 
training and have fun. Roasters are always busy, and  
we work at the same fast pace at our School of  Coffee  
(if  I’m honest, it would be hard not to ;)).  
Training involves mostly practical exercises and  
hands-on activities.  
In our roasting workshops, for example, we roast, taste, 
analyse and give everyone an opportunity to contribute. 
At the end of  a module, we don’t expect participants to 
be chemistry geniuses, but they will know how to bring 
out a coffee bean’s sensory signature and so forge their 
own identity as an artisan roaster.

We have access to lots of  different origins these days 
and tools that we can use to finetune roasting profiles, 
which is revolutionising our profession. Roasters now 
have more freedom in terms of  developing their own 
range and sensory signature. Customers are increasingly 
curious about traceability and quality, and artisan 
roasters have an important role to play in this new 
paradigm. 

Lots of  exciting things! I’m currently working on them. 
We’ll be placing the emphasis on distance learning, on 
various themes. But there’ll also be lots of  face-to-face 
opportunities, because I’m organising a 3-day roasting 
and quality programme for experts in the form of  a 
challenge (roasting plan, cupping and scoring, triangular 
cupping – a bit like a mini Q Grader event!).
I’m also preparing a big coffee event for the beginning 
of  the year, in partnership with Cropster, that will be free 
and open to all coffee lovers. I can’t tell you any more 
right now, but it will have something to do with roasting 
and cupping!
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A ROASTING PROFILE
I prefer quite FAST roasts for an aromatic  

explosion and a slow coffee method!

A VARIETY

A METHOD

That’s a tough one because it’s a subject that 
fascinates me! But I’d choose a variety from the 

highland rainforest in southwestern Ethiopia that’s 
yet to be identified, commonly called HEIRLOOM!

CHEMEX, forever !

HIDDEN TALENT
I’ve had a real passion for music ever since 
I was a teenager! After trying my hand at a 

few instruments, I went with the UKULELE!

DEFINITION OF  
SPECIALTY COFFEE

For me, a specialty coffee is the product of a 
virtuous, traceable, high-quality, SUSTAINABLE 
CHAIN, where all players can be identified and 
which adds real value to a coffee. Nothing to do 

with the trade market, that’s for sure!

AN ORIGIN
ETHIOPIA of course!  

The birthplace of coffee and one of  
the most beautiful farming areas!

A COFFEE COMPETITION

AN ANECDOTE 

Not so much a competition, but a great 
qualification: Q GRADER, with Luz Stella.

I have fantastic memories of that time, but was 
also quite intimidated. Some of those with me will 
tell you, I was on the edge of a nervous breakdown.

MY MEETING WITH ALEXANDRE  
BELLANGÉ IN 2009. I’d been selling coffee 
in a shop in Paris for two years and was pretty 

confident about my knowledge of coffee.  
But after just a few hours of training, Alex opened 
up endless possibilities, with different altitudes, 

varieties, processes, etc. It was all laid bare!
Obviously, my only professional goal from  

then on was to one day be part of the great  
Belco adventure!

Jéremie,  
Belco School of Coffee Instructor
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We are fighting for a fairer, 
higher quality and more traceable 
coffee industry, and we want  
to demonstrate our determination 
to supply coffee that’s sustainable 
from beginning to end, from 
the producer’s plot of  land 
to its arrival in your hands. 
Sustainable sourcing also means 
greener transport.

As a coffee sourcing specialist, Belco has 
signed an agreement with sail transport 
company TOWT under which part of its coffee 
will be carried by cargo sailing ship from 
2022, with the aim of shipping over 50%  
of its total volume by sail by 2025.

BELCO X TOWT
Coffee carried by sail for truly  
carbon-free transport
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GEOGRAPHY OF COFFEE IN ETHIOPIA 
Link each coffee region to its location on the map.
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GUESS
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Gulf 
of Aden
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FIND: 
GUJI 
HARRAR 
JIMMA & LIMMU 
KAFFA 
NEKEMTE 
SIDAMA 
YRGACHEFFE

KENYA
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